ABSTRACT

A vessel and method of manufacture of such vessel is provided for containment of a low temperature or cryogenic fluid. The wall of the vessel may be of a sandwich construction comprising a first layer of fiber reinforced polymer, a layer of gas expanded polymer foam and a second layer of fiber reinforced polymer similar to the first layer. Variations of the basic sandwich construction may be provided. The method of construction comprises a sandwich construction having a predetermined configuration to allow construction of a vessel having a cylindrical configuration, for example. The sandwich construction of the present invention allows suitable bonding of sections with a mixture of chopped fiber and polymer.
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CRYOGENIC TANK DESIGN AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a vessel adapted for containing low temperature or cryogenic material and the method of manufacture of such vessel.

2. Description of the Prior Art

In the field of containment and movement of low temperature material or fluid, particularly in the storage and shipment of liquefied petroleum products, problems have been presented for which there has been no known and simple solution. Containment and shipment of low temperature or cryogenic materials has been limited to vessels having exotic materials since the housing for such vessels, the wall thickness and construction techniques utilized in such known vessels have presented many problems so that no effective, simple, light and economical vessel has been developed to provide the results of the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed toward a vessel particularly adapted for containment and shipment of low temperature or cryogenic fluid or other material. The vessel comprises the present invention includes a sandwich configuration wherein a fiber-reinforced polymer ("FRP") material is in contact with the low temperature or cryogenic fluid, a gas-expanded polymer foam ("foam") material layer is disposed adjacent to and self-bonded to such fiber-reinforced polymer ("FRP") material and a second fiber-reinforced polymer ("FRP") coat is disposed on the exterior and bonded to the polymer foam layer. Variations of the sandwich configuration may be provided depending upon the requirements of a particular application, the wall strength required, and whether a metal outer wall structure is available. The method of the present invention comprises the steps of preparing the sandwich construction and may include a suitable mandrel or mold on which the sandwich construction is constructed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a side elevational, partial sectional view of a vessel incorporating the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a perspective top view of a barge incorporating the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional, elevational view of the edge of the barge shown in FIG. 2 showing in greater detail the construction of the barge. Upper member 30 is joined to side member 32 through corner member 42 and corner member 44. The bottom member 46 is shown joined to curved member 44. The space 48 may be utilized for storage of cryogenic materials such as liquefied petroleum products. The method of manufacture of the barge will be explained subsequently in detail in accordance with the objectives and the purpose of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the sandwich construction of the present invention. An inner barrier 50 may be constructed of fiber-reinforced polymer with polymer foam 52 positioned adjacent the fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 50. A fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54 is positioned between polymer foam 52 and a mold release agent 56. A mold release agent is positioned on a metal member 58. Thus it will be apparent in viewing FIG. 4 that a metal member 58 which may be a mandrel has positioned thereon a mold release agent 56 which is coupled to a fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54. A polymer foam is positioned between the fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54 and the fiber-reinforced inner barrier 50. By way of example and not by limitation, a glass fiber-reinforced epoxy or polyester material may be utilized as the fiber-reinforced polymer inner and outer barriers. The polymer foam may be a fluoro-carbon expanded polyurethane foam, for example. In the method of construction utilized in connection with the sandwich construction shown in FIG. 4, a layer of fiber-reinforced polymer would be formed. When the layer of fiber-reinforced polymer has hardened, a viscous polymer mixed with a liquid gas would be applied to the layer of fiber-reinforced polymer to provide a polymer foam which must contain a material with high adhesive

FIG. 2 may be positioned on the upper portion of vessel 10 with a suitable flange member 22 coupled to member 20. Connection 24 is in communication with pipe 26 which is coupled to a pump 28 which may be located in the bottom or well portion of the vessel 10.

It will be appreciated that the present invention is directed toward liquefied petroleum products wherein such products may have been gasified during transportation of the products. The liquefied petroleum products which are contemplated for storage and for transportation in vessels of the present invention may have a temperature range of approximately 0°F. to −452°F. The vessels shown in FIG. 1 may be utilized on a floating vessel, such as a ship, on a railroad car, on a truck, or other land vehicle, or on any other suitable vehicle such as aircraft whereby transportation of liquefied petroleum products or any cryogenic material may be achieved.

FIG. 2 is a perspective top view of a barge constructed pursuant to the present invention. The upper portion 30 of the barge has a side member 32 having a curved portion 34 coupled thereto. Another curved portion 36 also is coupled to the upper portion 30 of the barge.

Member 38 is a flat panel and member 40 is a curved member coupled thereto. It will be appreciated that the curved surfaces such as curved portion 34 and curved portion 36 reduce the amount of friction on the barge as it is pulled or pushed through a body of water or other medium.

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional, elevational view of the edge of the barge shown in FIG. 2 showing in greater detail the construction of the barge. Upper member 30 is joined to side member 32 through corner member 42 and corner member 44. The bottom member 46 is shown joined to curved member 44. The space 48 may be utilized for storage of cryogenic materials such as liquefied petroleum products. The method of manufacture of the barge will be explained subsequently in detail in accordance with the objectives and the purpose of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the sandwich construction of the present invention. An inner barrier 50 may be constructed of fiber-reinforced polymer with polymer foam 52 positioned adjacent the fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 50. A fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54 is positioned between polymer foam 52 and a mold release agent 56. A mold release agent is positioned on a metal member 58. Thus it will be apparent in viewing FIG. 4 that a metal member 58 which may be a mandrel has positioned thereon a mold release agent 56 which is coupled to a fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54. A polymer foam is positioned between the fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 54 and the fiber-reinforced inner barrier 50. By way of example and not by limitation, a glass fiber-reinforced epoxy or polyester material may be utilized as the fiber-reinforced polymer inner and outer barriers. The polymer foam may be a fluoro-carbon expanded polyurethane foam, for example. In the method of construction utilized in connection with the sandwich construction shown in FIG. 4, a layer of fiber-reinforced polymer would be formed. When the layer of fiber-reinforced polymer has hardened, a viscous polymer mixed with a liquid gas would be applied to the layer of fiber-reinforced polymer to provide a polymer foam which must contain a material with high adhesive
qualities or must itself be adhesive to the fiber-reinforced polymer. When the polymer foam has been applied, the liquid gas which was mixed with the polymer foam vaporizes causing the foam to expand as it hardens. The density of the foam is regulated by the propulsion of the materials in the mixture. A final layer of fiber-reinforced polymer is provided and comprises reinforcing fibers and a polymer having an adhesive quality to the previously applied polymer foam. The final layer is applied after the foam has hardened partially but while the surface of the polymer foam is tacky to promote a good bond between the materials. A mandrel may be utilized to shape the sandwich construction. The component materials may be fabricated in flat or curved panels to allow erection of structures which would be too large for the use of mandrels.

FIG. 5 is a sectional, perspective view of a grooved sandwich construction section of the present invention adapted for joining to another section. A fiber-reinforced polymer 60 has polymer foam 62 positioned between fiber-reinforced polymer 60 and fiber-reinforced polymer 64. Grooves 66, 68 and 70 may be provided within foam 62 and grooves 72 and 74 may be perpendicular to grooves 66, 68 and 70.

FIG. 6 is a sectional view showing the bonding of two sections such as the section shown in FIG. 5. A member having fiber-reinforced polymer 60 and fiber-reinforced polymer 64 having foam 62 therebetween is joined to a similar member having fiber-reinforced polymer 60A, foam 62A and fiber-reinforced polymer 64A. The grooves 66, 68, and 70 have been filled with a low-density foam. A mixture of chopped fiber and polymer is utilized as a weld 72 and weld 74. The weld in the grooves is provided in the inner bond by pumping "foam-in-place" polymer into the grooves so that there is a bonding when the polymer foam hardens. The outer welds are provided by spraying a compatible fluid fiber-reinforced polymer mixture to bond the two panels when the weld hardens.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the type of fiber-reinforced polymer and the foam may vary in accordance with the tensile strength requirements and other engineering requirements of a particular vessel design without departing from the spirit of the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a sectional view of another form of construction of the present invention showing a metal member 80 having a mold release agent 82 positioned thereon. A fiber-reinforced polymer outer barrier 84 is positioned on the mold release agent 82 and a polymer foam 86 is positioned between fiber-reinforced outer barrier 84 and fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 88 as was explained in connection with FIG. 4. A plurality of sawed slots such as slot 90 and slot 92 may be provided in the hardened polymer foam prior to the positioning of the fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 88 on the polymer foam 86 to allow for contraction and expansion of the fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 88. The slots such as slot 90 and slot 92 are temperature and volume compensators for the inner barrier to prevent destruction of the sandwich construction during extreme temperature ranges which are encountered by the fiber-reinforced polymer inner barrier 88 in the practising of the present invention. It will be appreciated that the specific gravity of the vessels provided by the sandwich construction of the present invention will have a specific gravity which will allow the vessels to float even when filled with cryogenic material. Also, it will be appreciated that the panels which are joined by welding are joined without heat.

Thus the present invention provides a method of construction, a product by process, and a structure capable of use to provide a vessel which will contain cryogenic materials for storage or transportation of such cryogenic materials.

1. In a vessel for containing low temperature fluids in the cryogenic regime having at least one side which comprises, a first rigid wall of polymer plastic, having first and second sides, a layer of gas expanded polymer foam and being structurally affixed on one side to said first rigid wall, a second rigid wall of polymer plastic structurally affixed to the other side of said gas expanded polymer foam to thereby form a rigid sandwich construction of integral design which has particularly superior heat insulative characteristics on said one side,
said gas expanded polymer foam being characterized by an end surface which may be structurally affixed to the end surface of an abutting side of the vessel, the end surfaces of each of the sides of said gas expanded polymer foam being characterized by groove means therein, and polymer foam disposed in said groove means for bonding the ends of the vessel sides to one another upon curing of the foam.

2. The vessel of claim 1 wherein at least one said first and second rigid walls is characterized by a fibrous component homogeneously mixed with the polymer thereof for enhancing strength and durability.

3. The vessel of claim 2 wherein said fibrous component consists of glass fiber.

4. The vessel of claim 3 wherein the polymer foam is a fluoro-carbon expanded polyurethane.

5. The vessel of claim 1 wherein juncture of said sides along the polymer plastic walls is reinforced by a fiber-reinforced polymer weld on the surface thereof and in the juncture.

6. The vessel of claim 5 wherein a plurality of slots are provided in the polymer foam and the polymer plastic wall is disposed thereover, said slots tending to act as temperature compensators for easing structural stresses due to expansion and contraction.

7. In a vessel for containing and shipping low temperature fluids in the cryogenic temperature regime, the vessel being structurally designed to withstand on a repeated and continuous basis, both filling prior to shipment of the fluid and emptying thereafter without evidence of structural deterioration in the vessel due to its subjection to the recurrent extreme temperature differential, the sides of the vessel each comprising a laminate component of:
a first rigid wall of polymer plastic having first and second sides, a layer of expanded polymer foam structurally affixed to said first side of said first rigid wall, a second rigid wall of polymer plastic structurally affixed to the other side of said gas expanded polymer foam to thereby form an integral rigid sandwich construction,
said second side of said first rigid wall of polymer plastic being adapted to be exposed to a fluid in the cryogenic temperature range, and said gas expanded polymer foam being characterized by a plurality of slot means therein for acting as expansion and contraction compensators in the walls when the vessel is subjected to the low temperature fluids and subsequently to the higher temperatures when the fluids are removed.

8. The vessel of claim 7 wherein said slot means are oriented in a direction perpendicular to said first rigid wall means of the vessel side.

9. The vessel of claim 7 wherein said slot means communicates with said second side of said first rigid wall means of the vessel side.

10. The vessel of claim 9 wherein said slot means are oriented in a direction perpendicular to said second side of said first rigid wall means.

11. The vessel of claim 7 wherein each of said sides constitutes at least one section of laminate which is physically connected in abutting relation to its adjacent section of laminate and to intersecting sides by coupling means, said coupling means including; groove means uniformly disposed in the end surface of the expanded polymer foam of each abutting laminate section, said groove means in each section being aligned with the groove means in its abutting section, and polymer foam in said groove means contacting each end surface of said abutting laminate sections to thereby fuse them together in a manner insuring similar expansion and contraction characteristics in the respective laminate components.

12. The vessel of claim 7 wherein each of said sides constitutes at least one section of a laminate which is physically connected in abutting relation to its adjacent section of laminate and to intersecting sides by coupling means, said coupling means including at least one weld of polymer plastic affixing the said rigid walls, the abutting sections to one another in a manner insuring similar expansion and contraction characteristics in the respective laminate components.

13. The vessel of claim 11 wherein said coupling means further includes groove means uniformly disposed in the end surface of the expanded polymer foam of each abutting laminate section, said groove means in each section being aligned with the groove means in its abutting section, and polymer foam in said groove means contacting each end surface of said abutting laminate sections to fuse them together and still further insure similar expansion and contraction characteristics in the respective laminate components.